VOLUNTEER WHILE IN CROATIA
When you help others........
They always give back so much more......

The area around Dubrovnik has been influenced by many changes during the past. Some of them had negative
effects on the natural & cultural heritage, as well as social life of the region due to the war during the 90's, fires,
carelessness and lack of knowledge.
However, over the past decade, volunteering and giving back to the community has become more and more
widespread, especially among the younger generations. The awareness that we are responsible for the place we
live in & responsible for the people we live with has brought many changes in their behavior.
Every wish, every hand, every thought matters…
If you would like to be a part of making a change in one’s life, then join us in our actions while visiting the area of
Dubrovnik! You will surely leave with a love-filled heart and happy memories!

CSR EXAMPLE: BUILDING A TRADITIONAL STONE GUMNO
Župa dubrovačka is a settlement a few miles east from
Dubrovnik. Today, there are about 8000 people living in this area
and they can proudly say that in this small community the
humanitarian spirit spreads rapidly from year to year.

For the purpose of educating and helping people who really
need help, a number of voluntary organizations have been
established.
Often these organizations collaborate in joint projects such as the Summer Carnival,
humanitarian Eco-Cross, school day celebration, singing contest “Mala raspjevana
Župa”, celebration gathering of parents and children, charity concerts, forestation,
underwater cleaning, helping persons with special needs, humanitarian picnics, etc.

Since the importance of tradition and preservation of cultural heritage is highly present among the population, just
last year a summer stage – GUMNO has been built in collaboration with an international corporation from all over
Europe. This stage now is a focal point for all local concerts, festivals and events for this community.
A Gumno is a traditional circular area made of stone, whose primary
purpose was to harvest grains.
Grains were picked in the early morning hours because of the night
dew which prevented the fracture of the grain ears. Then, peasants
would hurry to get a certain amount of the grains to the gumno.
The grains would then be distributed equally on the surface of the
gumno, while the central area remained empty for farmers who
managed the horses. In the afternoon, the horses would slowly walk on
the grains. After a certain time, the grain would be crushed or threshed
as commonly known. Usually around 2 p.m. (when the Mistral wind is
blowing in Dalmatia and after the peasants would remove the straws
with hay forks) the unclean grains would be thrown in the air with shovels while the wind blew away the chaff and
clean grain would fall back to the ground, a process known as winnowing.
Gumno was also a place of social gathering, where most often in the evening, in the warmer part of the year young
people were socializing by singing and dancing (Linđo – the folklore dance of the region- was usually performed in a
gumno). Therefore we can say that gumno was previously also a place of social-cultural significance.

The center of the community is the park Srebreno, where most of our projects are done. The park is located
between Srebreno and Mlini, and the location of the gumno ideally fits into the existing environment under the
cypress trees and in the vicinity of beaches. How did the works look and what the result was, only pictures can tell;

This is just one example of a successful collaboration. We can also assist that the local media is invited on the day of
the event and in this way your company will also be mentioned in local press.

